
Here’s one example of how a few families will pray together in Nuneaton, England on Friday 4th.


CLJ Prayer 

Friday 4th December, 4.30-5.30pm


YWAM and Life Church (Midlands of England)


Brown paper bag (handled kind) ready to be delivered to each home on Wednesday 2nd

and not be opened until Friday afternoon.

Inside bag:-


3-4metre Length of string 

Candles (tea lights)

Relay baton

Balloon (put in an extra one)

A4 sheet with nation shape quiz

A4 sheet with Psalm 100 

A4 sheet with flag of Colombia etc

A3 paper with word “maranatha” on it for colouring.

Some chocolate coins


Running Order:- 

4.30 Welcome and intro CLJ welcome Video clip

4.34 Nations Quiz - (enjoy a chocolate coin at the end as a reward!)

4.38 Shell’s song (Come Alive, on website) with Balloon. Start with each family reading 
Psalm 100 among themselves. Write on the balloon words that express your thanks!

4.43 Saying sorry - bowl of water and towel 

4.45 Lighting the candle - “come Lord Jesus to our lives and families!”. Some actions to 
do.

4.47 Rope shape of England 

* Circle Praying - opposites praying (see Games You Can Pray)

* put candles inside - could make shape of a Cross and pray


4.57 Rope shape of Argentina or Colombia and put paper flag inside it.

        * Stand aground the edge and blow over the nation like Spirit.

        “Come Lord to Colombia” x3.


5.05 Be still and quiet for a few minutes asking the Lord to show anything 

* how does he feel about this land, the people of this nation?

* share back with each other.

* on your paper shape of Colombia write, draw and colour in with a word of blessing.


5.15 Okay now pray that around the map for a few moments!


5.20 Relay Race. Who is the fastest? Which family can bring me a left shoe first, or a 
pencil or a Bible opened at John 3:16 etc etc


5.25 Finish with a prayer altogether.

 

5.30 How to feedback what we sensed in prayer 


